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1. INTRODUCTION 
The aim of this paper is to give a straightforward erivation of necessary 
optimality conditions for static minmax problems with constraints, especially 
with those of equality type. The studied problem is then formulated so as to 
minimize 
f(x) = ;i: &G ?‘I (1) 
subject to 
x E Q = {x E R” / g(x) < 0, h(x) = 01, (2) 
where 4: R” x Rm -P R, g: R” -+ Rp, and h: R” + Rq are C’ functions and Y 
is a given subset of R”. 
For the case of inequality type constraints only, a simple derivation was 
presented in [ 1 ] being based on an equivalent formulation of minmax 
problems suggested in [2]. Static minmax problems in fairly general setting, 
which took into the account also possible equality type constraints and 
general set constraints, were investigated in [3]. However, the practical use 
of the obtained conditions may be somewhat limited due to the rather formal 
treatment. 
In our approach the scheme given in [ 1 ] will be followed. It will be 
assumed that Y is compact, i.e., one can alternatively replace “sup” by 
“max” in (1). Lower index will indicate the corresponding partial derivative, 
while upper index will be occasionally used to denote components of the 
respective vector. 
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2. EQUIVALENT MATHEMATICAL PKOGRAM~IING PROBLEM 
Following the idea of [2J consider the problem of choosing z E R” ’ ‘, 
which minimizes the function 
F(z) = F(z’...., zn. zn+ ‘)= zn+ ’ (3) 
subject to 
(Z’ ,..., z”f E Q = ((I’..... z~)~ E R” 1 g(z’,..., z”) < 0. h(r’...., z”) = O}, (4) 
and 
p(z’,..., zn, y) - zn+’ < 0 for all ~1 E Y. (5) 
In a similar way as in [ 1 ] one can easily show that if i solves (3~(5 ), 
then 2 = (T’,..., 2”)’ solves (l)-(2). Moreover, if .< solves (l)-(2), then z’= 
( IT, fn+‘lT solves (3~(5) provided that P+’ = sup,,&, y). In this sense 
the both stated optimization problems are equivalent. 
In general, problem (3)-(5) requires to minimize the function 
F(z) (6) 
subject to 
zEA={zER”+‘/g(z)&O,h(z)=O} (7) 
and 
?k Y) < 0 for all J’ E Y, (8) 
whereF:R”+‘~R,g:R”f’~RP,h:R”t’~Rq,andy:R””~R”~Rare 
C’ functions and the index set Y c Rm is compact. One can easily apply 
general necessary conditions to this problems as given in [4, 51. 
THEOREM 1. Let 2 be a solution to the mathematical programming 
problem (6)-(8). Then there exists a vector w = (ty”, y’,..., yq)r E Rq+ ‘, with 
y” < 0, a vector ,u = (u’,..., pp)’ E RP, Gth ,ui < 0 for i = l,..., p, and s 
vectors y, ,..., 4’sEY(i)={~~YIy(f,y)=O), l,<s<n+I,togetherwitha 
vector s = (VI,,.., v~)~ E R’, with vi < 0 for i = l,..., s, sllch that 
w°FZ(2) + 2 
P 
t/h@) + x pig@) + $ v’y$, Ji) = 0, (9) 
i=I i=l i=l 
,dg’(2) = 0. i = l,..., p. (10) 
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Furthermore, ifp’ is the number of nonzero ,a’, q’ the number of nonzero vi, 
and s’ the number of nonzero vi, then 
1 < p’ + q’ + s’ < n + 1. (11) 
In fact, one can formulate a somewhat stronger version of this theorem 
where on the left-hand side of (9) not more than n + 2 terms would appear, 
e.g.. see [4]. 
3. NECESSARY CONDITIONS FOR A MINMAX PROBLEM 
Now let us apply the above theorem to the special problem (3 j(5). The 
following conditions result. 
5 ,#hij(f’,..., 2”) + 2 ,Uig;j(f’v, 2”) 
i=l i= I 
s 
+ 23 Vi#zj(i’,.**, $“, J’i) = O, j = I,..., n, (12) 
i-1 
v/o - r “i = 0, 
i-z I 
(13) 
,u’g’(i’,..., f”) = 0, 
$(2’,..., f”, 4’) - f” + ’ < 0 
i = l,..., p. 
for all y E Y, 
(14) 
(15) 
where each yi must satisfy 
qqf’)..., 9, yi) - if”’ ’ = 0. (16) 
If these conditions are reformulated in terms of the original variable x, the 
necessary optimality conditions for static minmax problem (l)--(2) are 
obtained. Let us point out, however, tht if v” = 0, relation (13) implies 
vi = 0, i = l,..., s. This case cannot be a priori excluded from our 
considerations without additional assumptions of a constraint qualification 
type. In [ 1 ] such a possibility was not taken into the account and therefore 
only nonzero vi appear in the formulation of the final result. 
THEOREM 2. Let 2 be a solution to the static minmax problem (l)-(2). 
Then there exists a vector w = (WI,.... I$‘)~ E Rq, a vector ,a = 
(u’,...,pp)’ E RP, with ,u’ ,< 0 for i = l,..., p, and s vectors y, ,..., y, E Y(Z) = 
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( y E Y / @(a, y) = sup,.,,, @(R u)}, 1 < s < n + 1, fogether with a cector 1’ = 
(I”,.... ~1~)~ E R”. with vi < 0 for i = I...., s. such that 
(17) 
p’g’(.f) = 0, i = l,.... p. (18) 
Furthermore, $p’ is the number of nonzero pi, q’ the number of nonzero I#. 
and s’ the number of the nonzero vi. then 
1 < p’ + q’ + s’ < n + 1. (19) 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
Necessary conditions for static minmax problems involving both equality 
and inequality type constraints were presented. The given possibility of 
equality type constraints treatment is of great importance when dealing with 
discrete optimal control problems of minmax type. because the system 
dynamics are almost exclusively given as a set of equations. Further 
generalizations of the described results are evident. e.g., Y can be compact 
subset of a complete metric space, continuum of equality and/or inequality 
type constraints may be present in (2), or R may possess more general 
structure being given only by its so-called conical approximation. 
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